
The young person is school Phobic due to severe bullying having a detrimental effect
on their wellbeing. The young person is seriously low and hasn't been a part of school
for over 2 years. 
The young person is a minimum of 2 years behind
Parent relationship with the school has completely broken down.
School is seen as a negative place. 
A closed wall regarding letting people in.  
High Risk of NEET

The young person has an insecure, fragile self-image and self-defeating attitudes. They are
unusually sensitive about their worth, perhaps because of high expectations in the home
combined with too little support in meeting them; 

 
They are seeking attachment and need a close and consistently supportive relationship.
There is deep insecurity about personal worth and adult regard.

Redacted Mindmap - We look at all areas to see where
we can direct work, with likes rather than dislikes. 



Academic: 
Small pieces of work - Completed or incomplete
Verbal Work
Written Work
Small assessments: English, Maths, Science 

Project Work: 
Start with Anti-Bullying messages / Positive Quotes turn into art and clothing. Seeing short-
term tangible results. 
Learning business skills, build confidence and get the young person looking ahead.

Build a folder of work, then start producing a portfolio that looks good, pride in their work
with clear goals. 

Sept 2022 - Look at V Certs if with us long term 

Priority is the rebuilding of confidence and resilience. 

Team - Tia to rebuild confidence and resilience - Positive wellbeing 
Stacey - 1 -1 Catchup Work
Kathryn - Weekly 1-1 regards relationships and wellbeing, writing her story
Ryan - Fitness - Positive Wellbeing
Simon - Small projects, business skills,  

Well done, fist bumps and high fives are great but MUST be kept in moderation.
Always promote the school, ensure understanding around mainstream numbers and small
groups like ours.  (Same process when discussing with parents).

Early goals: Mats, a Small class, a group Class of martial arts
A smile on her face and looking forward to being involved. 



Weekly Report for every student : Examples of daily input

How it started - and How its going

Our days can be a rollercoaster
until we start to get to know young
people. We can then see
improvements, the right people to
work with them, the best way they
learn. 
Our marks out of 30 set our
standards and it is shared with
young people, swearing goes
against behaviour, participation is
work completed and if joining in
during the lesson. 
Quality of work is where a lot of our
teaching is done, just putting
anything isn't working.



Example Curriculum : Overview

Green means they have hit one level above expected - We often drop topics back in a few
weeks later to check on retention

Different students will have different pathways with different goals. 

Goal Examples: We will often break down the goals into smaller steps
to reach the end goal, different students, different schools have

different goals.

Wellbeing Students: This will be a simple step we can build on, clearly identified with the
student
Behavioural Students: Good behaviour when returning to school, for a day or afternoon,
showing they can do it
Potential NEET: To get them involved in a business idea, and help support them. CV writing,
Careers meeting, find out their goal and work backwards to the starting point. 
ADHD Students: 5 Areas of management: Nutrition: Sleep: Time Management: Exercise:
Mindfulness  


